
AIRPORT
18 km / 26 min

RAILWAY STATION
1.3 km / 10 min

ANCONA

HOTEL LOCATION

NH Ancona offers breathtaking

panoramic views over the Adriatic Sea

and the historic city center. Located on

a hill overlooking the harbor, the hotel

is only a short walk to the main tourist

attractions, such as Ancona cathedral,

the Corso Garibaldi for shopping and

the main train station. For those

interested in culture and music, Mole

Vanvitelliana is only a 3-minute walk

away and hosts summer concerts and

events. At the harbor below, guests

can also hop on the bus to reach the

famous Passetto beach or Parco del

Cardeto for beautiful sea views.

Rupi di Via XXIX Settembre, 14

60122 Ancona 

Italy

T. +39 071 201171

nhancona@nh-hotels.com

https://www.nh-hotels.com/hotel/nh-ancona

SPECIAL EVENTS SERVICES

Private dining rooms are available for

business meals and cocktail party upon

request.

NH MEETINGS

Ambassador Service

Specialized Advisory Service

Personal Professional Response

Easy access high-speed Internet

Unique coffee breaks

Eco-Friendly meetings

Always Yes!

High Tech Made Easy

HOTEL SERVICES

NH Ancona offers 89 comfortable rooms,

furnished with cosy style and decorated with

soft natural colours, all equipped with the

best amenities: mini bar, safe deposit box, flat

42'' TV, Sky channels and free Wi-Fi. Most

rooms offer a stunning panoramic view on the

blue bay of Ancona and the historical part of

the city. A beautiful view of the sea is also

given by the hotel’s “Miramare” restaurant

thanks to the big glass wall. It serves fresh

seafood dishes as well as other regional and

international cuisine. A rich breakfast buffet is

served every morning, while if you wish a

relaxing moment or a pre-meeting cocktail,

the hotel has a bar too.

FUNCTION ROOMS

The hotel boasts 3 meeting rooms, all with

natural light and two of them with a view of

the sea, making NH Ancona a perfect venue

for your event. They can seat from 20 up to

160 participants and can hold any type of

event, be it a conference, a gala dinner or a

smart business meeting. The three meeting

rooms come with the best equipment needed

for a successful event. A expert and

professional staff can help you with the

organization and the catering service too.



 ANCONA

FUNCTION ROOMS AND THEIR CAPACITIES

FUNCTION ROOM NAME HEIGHT 
(m)

AREA 
(m²)  

Cocktail
 

Square
 

Dinner
 

Classroom
 

Theatre
 

U-shape
 

Cabaret

Daylight

DORICA 3.65 70 60 22 60 30 60 18 40

NUMANA 3.4 150 85 22 80 30 70 20 40

VANVITELLI 3.5 250 160 28 100 50 160 30 80
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